This paper will discuss about general crowd behaviour modeling during evacuation in emergency situation such as during fire breakout. Several existing simulation tools and comparison among each tool will also be discussed. The aim of this project is to develop a generic crowd model, which has the ability to demonstrate individual crowd behaviours (micro level) especially in fire emergency situation with one or more exits. The program will be able to estimate the evacuation time of panic situation during fire breakout. Apart from that, this paper also will analyze and prove that the individual agent in the simulation is able to detect and avoid collision. During panic situation, agents need to search for the exit in order to save themselves from danger. The proposed crowd simulation used agent in 2D as to simulate the crowd behaviour model while steering towards the exit.
INTRODUCTION
Human crowd behaviour is a captivating social phenomenon in the natural world. Therefore, crowd simulation has become significant research field especially in computer graphic, virtual reality, the social sciences and civil engineering. The purpose of the crowd simulation is to facilitate the understanding of the dynamics of a system and attempt to predict its future evolution. Modeling and simulation technologies have been gaining tremendous momentum in crowd dynamics research over the last few years. Various simulation architectures have been developed [1] [2] [3] ; virtual environment representations have also been constructed for crowd simulations [4] . To represent the behaviour of crowd, a number of behaviour models have been proposed [5] [6] [7] with different types of modeling approaches such as flow-based models and agent-based models. In this project, we emphasis on the scenario of a fire emergency evacuation in a certain building. The aim of this project is to predict and animate human crowd behaviour and movement when in emergency evacuation circumstances especially in fire emergency because it is hard to determine the path since the crowd can become irrational and uncontrolled. In this project, the model of the crowd will be put in a stress situation which is a fire emergency case; and the crowd model will attempt to rescue themselves to the safe exit by detecting incoming collision and obstacles. The outcome from this project will be presented in a realistic 2D animated environment that is similar to the real circumstance. ©2019 Association for Computing Machinery. ACM acknowledges that this contribution was authored or co-authored by an employee, contractor or affiliate of a national government. As such, the Government retains a nonexclusive, royalty-free right to publish or reproduce this article, or to allow others to do so, for Government purposes only. There are differences between crowd simulation and crowd realism. Crowd simulation defined in crowd visualization means it is to produce high quality visuals where it is very essential in the entertainment industries. In this industry, the crowd simulations are used a kind of "special effect" which is crowds are generated to add visual richness to scenes, so there is little need for a high degree of behavioural accuracy [9] . Multiple Agent Simulation System in Virtual Environment known as Massive (Massive Software), is the tool most widely used crowd simulation system in the entertainment industry. The most famous films using Massive tool is The Lord of the Rings in 2001 and Hobbit in 2014.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Meanwhile, crowd realism is to produce realistic behaviour which have been gaining insight tremendously in the fields of architectural design and safety planning. Simulations are used to study on how crowds would behaviour under a certain circumstance given. With these simulations, architects are able to determine if there any deficiencies in a building design, especially the lack of emergency exits. EXODUS is a tool for evacuation simulation and pedestrian dynamics or circulation analysis. This simulation is able to predict not only how individual people interact with each other and the built environment, but also how they can be debilitated by hazards such as heat, smoke and toxic gases.
Comparison of Different Crowd Simulation Tools
There are many crowd models that have been implemented into software to simulate emergency evacuations nowadays. The software can be used to observe crowd movements and behaviors in various environments with pre-defined individuals. Several reviews have been carried out to analyze and demonstrate the purposes, modelling approaches and applicable fields of existing or previously existing crowd simulation software [11] [12] [13] . There is also a guidance established by [14] to evaluate commercial simulation tools based on these conditions, namely agent movement (overtaking acceleration and deceleration), agent movement around corners, potential fields (how agents approach an exit), path selection, exit selection, velocity-density relationship, update schemes. Table 1 shows a comparison of various simulation tools from Evacmod.net. 
Crowd Situation
Crowd can be defined in two situations, namely normal and panic situation. In normal situation, pedestrians tend to show some basic attributes when they are in the common environment or normal situation. For instance, people always try to find a way which are the shortest ad easiest way to reach their desire destination within time given. They will try to avoid detour as possible, even if the shortest way is crowded. This is because when they are in the normal situation, they always with the basic principle which is the "least effort principle", means that everyone is trying to reach their destination as fast as possible spending the least amount of energy and time. Whereby in panic situation, most of the normal behavior of pedestrians will vanish. An observation has been made to show the pedestrian crowds in emergency situations feature are typically with the same patterns. This mean people are trying to leave the building quickly with the velocity increasing due to nervousness when facing an emergency situation. As the nervousness gradually increases there is less concern about the comfort zone and finding the most convenient and shortest way.
Crowds Behaviour
Crowd behaviour changes in panic situations and becomes irrational [6] for example people getting nervous in state of "freezing by heating", people try to move faster which produce clogging and "faster is slower" effects, jams building up at exits leads to fatal pressures,and escape slowed down due to clogging herding behaviour is produced whereby the ignorance of available exits which caused "phantom panics" due to counter flow and impatience.
There are five crowd's behaviour shows when people get panic in a particular circumstance:
i. Grouping Behaviour: Grouping behaviour is a phenomenon whereby some individuals prefer to stay and move in a group [15] . ii. Queuing Behaviour: Queuing behaviour is opposite to the congestion behaviour which the crowd is take turns to pass through an exit. This is considered as more effective evacuation behaviour rather than everybody rushing for the exit [1] . iii. Arching and Clogging: Arching is a phenomenon which appear when a huge crowd with a high desired velocity try to pass through a door and cause clogging in front the door. iv. "Faster is Slower" effects: Faster-is-slower effects happen when a huge crowd created a clog in front of exit which cause the velocity of escaping decreasing and delays the evacuation time.
Crowd simulation modelling is very essential and helpful to analyse on the bona fide of human behaviours in aiding the decision-making process during the simulation in panic situation. Therefore, many researchers in this area try to improve the modelling to be more realistic like walking, running and other movement that could implement the collision detection and avoidance as to prevent the unwanted accidents such as human stampede that could lead to death in certain panic situation. A prototype will be created to show the crowd behaviour in panic situation with one or two exit points in this project using AnyLogic based from the literature.
METHODOLOGY
In this project, iterative development life cycle used to develop the environment of the crowd's behaviour animation will be explained. Generally, the iterative development is deployed in the conjunction with incremental development which is a longer software development cycle is divide into a compact segment that build upon each other. The reason this methodology was proposed is to allow more flexibility for changes in this project as shown in Figure 2 . Figure 3 shows the framework of the proposed crowd simulation that includes all the processes and the flows of the crowd animation. 
Project Format

Proposed Simulation Software Background
The proposed simulation software in this project is AnyLogic 7 Professional. This tool provides the pedestrian library for simulation pedestrian flows in certain environment and allows embedded models to simulate pedestrian psychology by further development. In this project, pedestrian evacuation is considered as a process perception, decision-making and action which are explained as below:
i. Perception: An agent can perceive the interaction with others and also collection information to judge whether agent is panic or not ii. Decision-making: Agents can make decisions according to the perception, such as choosing the nearest and shortest evacuation route, changing desired speeds, directions and surpassing other agents. iii. Action: Specific behaviour rules are consistent with the pedestrian library provided by AnyLogic 7 which is based on social force model.
DISCUSSION AND RESULTS
This project will demonstrate the simulation in which the environment is the faculty building located at ground floor that consists of exits and obstacles to calculate the duration of the evacuation when the emergency alarm is activated. Thus, the movement of the agents will be observed which includes the detection and collision between them so that the simulation could construct the realism of the fire emergency evacuation situation.
In this simulation, it shows different number of agents with different evacuation time. Finally, the result of this simulation will show how the agent would react and evacuate in a way if there are different number of exits and obstacles. Figure 4 shows the evacuation simulation interface. In the simulation, initially agents are set to be placed at random areas before the emergency alarm is triggered. Once the emergency alarm is triggered, agents will try to evacuate to the nearest exit(s). Table 2 below shows the time taken of evacuation with different number of agents. Figure 5 shows the comparison of the evacuation time of one exit with different crowd density. The result shows that the duration of evacuation using one exit increases as the crowd density increases.
Initial Results
Figure 4. Evacuation Simulation Interface
Meanwhile, Table 3 below shows the result of evacuation time with two emergency exits and thus the result be used to compare with that of single exit in Table 2 . Table 3 . Result of evacuation time with two emergency exits Figure 6 . Comparison average duration of the evacuation between one exit and two exits.
In Figure 6 , the graph shows the comparison average duration of evacuation between using one exit and two exits during emergency situation. The graph proves that using two emergency exits could reduce the duration of evacuation compared to one exit.
CONCLUSIONS
In this project, the objectives have been achieved since the project is able to show the realism of the evacuation animation in term of collision detection and avoidance. The simulation from this project can also show the result of evacuation duration in emergency situation. Besides, the movement of the crowd was successfully analyzed in order to prove the crowd behaviours such as flocking and clogging which can happen during panic situation. Overall, the experiment conducted for this project is considered successful, although there are still some other limitations that should include more crowd behaviour.
